Abstract: Recent developments in humidity sensors have heightened the need for reliability. Seeing as many products such as humidity sensors experience multiple dependent competing failure processes (MDCFPs) with self-recovery, this paper proposes a new general reliability model. Previous research into MDCFPs has primarily focused on the processes of degradation and random shocks, which are appropriate for most products. However, the existing reliability models for MDCFPs cannot fully characterize the failure processes of products such as humidity sensors with significant self-recovery, leading to an underestimation of reliability. In this paper, the effect of self-recovery on degradation was analyzed using a conditional probability. A reliability model for soft failure with self-recovery was obtained. Then, combined with the model of hard failure due to random shocks, a general reliability model with self-recovery was established. Finally, reliability tests of the humidity sensors were presented to verify the proposed reliability model. Reliability modeling for products subject to MDCFPs with considering self-recovery can provide a better understanding of the mechanism of failure and offer an alternative method to predict the reliability of products.
Introduction
Humidity sensors have been widely used in scientific research and industry applications, such as in the quality control of integrated circuit manufacturing, biological products and pharmaceuticals, and the control of chemical and physical processes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The breakdown of humidity sensors may cause the failure of control, detection, and display functions of a system. The rigorous working environment and the diversification of structure and function have put forward increasingly strong reliability requirements for humidity sensors.
The reliability of humidity sensors as an important performance parameter represents the ability of humidity sensors to work without failure under the stated conditions for a specified period. Reliability is a long-term quality indicator for products and cannot be detected before leaving the factory. Reliability modeling is an important tool to evaluate the reliability of products. Reliability modeling for products that experience only soft or hard failure has been extensively explored in the previous studies. Hard failure is when the product's performance remains unchanged before failure and the product suddenly fails at a certain time [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , whereas soft failure is the continuous degradation process of a product's performance. When a product's performance exceeds a certain value, soft failure occurs [13] [14] [15] . However, due to the complexity of the internal structure and working environment, humidity sensors may deteriorate due to corrosion, fatigue, wear, and other causes. Humidity sensors may also break down suddenly through external shocks. These failure processes compete against each other, and whichever occurs first will cause the humidity sensor to fail. In this case, it is difficult to characterize the failure processes of humidity sensors accurately and comprehensively using soft failure or hard failure alone, which may lead to inaccuracies in the reliability design, analysis, and evaluation. Reliability modeling for humidity sensors and many other products is in line with the actual failure process by combining soft failure and hard failure. Therefore, the reliability theory of competing failure should be used to model the reliability of humidity sensors and many other products.
Competing failure can be categorized into independent and dependent competing failure. In practical applications, competing failure processes are generally dependent on each other. Simply describing the relationship between different failure processes independently often produces an over-estimation of the product's reliability or may even result in unnecessary loss due to untimely maintenance [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For products subject to multiple dependent competing failure processes (MDCFPs), Peng et al. [21] assumed that some shocks were fatal, which could cause a product's hard failure. Most shocks had little effect on the performance of the product, which could cause sudden damage to continuous performance degradation. In [21] , sudden damages were accumulative. Rafiee et al. [22] analyzed a maintenance policy for products subject to MDCFPs and classified random shocks in accordance with the effect of shocks on the failure of products, in which fatal shocks caused hard failure, and non-fatal shocks caused instantaneous damage on degradation. An and Sun [23] discussed a maintenance policy of products subject to MDCFPs and proposed that not all non-fatal shocks caused sudden damages. Only when the amplitudes of shocks were higher than a certain threshold could the shock cause damages. A similar assumption was also found in [24] . Huynh et al. [25] modeled the degradation process through a stochastic process where the degradation process was shown to be strictly increasing. Liu et al. [26] developed a maintenance policy for systems subject to MDCFPs and assumed that the degradation process was an incremental process when system uptime was within a cycle.
Previous literature in this area has some limitations in terms of the reliability research of MDCFPs. Most researchers assumed that sudden damages were accumulative, and that the degradation process strictly increased. This means that previous reliability studies into MDCFPs ignored self-recovery, which is not appropriate for some products. For example, the drift of humidity sensors may undergo a reversible process. External shocks such as rapid humidity increases may cause positive offsets in the long-term continuous drift of humidity sensors. When returning to mild humidity conditions, the offsets slowly decrease. This self-recovery phenomenon exists in many other products and materials, such as mechanics, electronics, micro-electro mechanical system, and self-reconfigurable robotics [27] . After a careful literature review, we found that Liu et al. [28] considered self-recovery and proposed many ideal assumptions regarding self-recovery like the self-recovery process was linear. However, Liu et al. did not develop a specific reliability model with self-recovery. The question of how to characterize the effect of self-recovery reasonably is a challenge that needs to be solved in the reliability modeling for products subject to MDCFPs, and in the reliability analysis of humidity sensors.
In this paper, we developed a new general reliability model for humidity sensors subject to MDCFPs by considering self-recovery. We investigated both hard and soft failure processes. Hard failure is caused by random shocks, whereas soft failure is characterized by a random coefficient regression (RCR) model with positive increments. The RCR model is used to characterize the long-term continuous drift process of humidity sensors, which is caused by physical aging. The positive increments are sudden offsets caused by random shocks. In particular, we took into account that not all non-fatal shocks could cause offsets to the long-term continuous drift. When the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is sufficiently large, offsets may decrease. Only when the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is under a certain temporal threshold is there a chance that offsets remain. After this, the generality of the developed model is discussed. By setting different parameters, the model can be transformed into different reliability models. Finally, reliability tests of the humidity sensors are given to illustrate the model.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 lists the assumptions used in the reliability modeling studies in accordance with the humidity sensors failure process. In Section 3, a reliability model is developed for humidity sensors subject to MDCFPs by considering self-recovery. Moreover, we discuss the generality of the developed model and transform the model into four different reliability models by setting different parameters. In Section 4, reliability tests of the humidity sensors are presented to verify our model. Then, the effects of the parameters on the reliability model are discussed. Section 5 summarizes this paper with concluding remarks.
Description of Humidity Sensors Failure Process
The failure of humidity sensors is due to two dependent competing failure processes as shown in Figure 1 . The soft failure process is shown in Figure 1a , which is determined by long-term continuous drift, random shocks, and self-recovery. The long-term continuous drift between the humidity sensor's measured values and the actual humidity is caused by physical aging and is often affected by random shocks. When the shock amplitude is less than a certain constant value H, that is, a non-fatal shock, the shock may cause an additional positive offset that arises between the sensor measured value and the actual humidity. The phenomenon wherein shocks can cause increases to degradation exists in many products. In particular, we propose that not all non-fatal shocks cause additional positive offsets. Only frequent shocks with an inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks less than a certain threshold can cause an increase to the long-term continuous drift of humidity sensors. This means that frequent shocks can cause positive offsets, and these offsets are accumulative. If the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is larger than a threshold value, once humidity sensors are returned to mild conditions, the offsets may decrease slowly. The self-recovery process is one of decline in positive offsets after a temperature or humidity shock. Self-recovery may be observed once samples are returned to mild environmental conditions. This indicates that this positive drift is a temporary offset that is fully reversible with slow kinetics after returning the sensor to a mild environment. The positive offset is not due to the irreversible damage to the sensing polymer, such as the hydrolysis of the chemical bonds linking the monomers. The positive offset is caused by the rapid environmental change which may self-recover. The hard failure process is shown in Figure 1b . The humidity sensor's exposure to extreme shocks that exceed the threshold level H may cause hard failure. In summary, we assumed that humidity sensors are subject to MDCFPs which include both soft and hard failure. The two competing failure processes are dependent due to the shared exposure to random shocks.
Any of the following conditions cause humidity sensors to fail: (1) the drift of the humidity sensors are beyond the soft failure threshold D, or (2) the magnitude of any shock exceeds the threshold level H.
The specific assumptions used in the reliability modeling in accordance with the humidity sensors failure process can be summarized as follows. The notation used in formulating the reliability models is cited in the Appendix A.
Soft failure occurs when the total drift of the humidity sensors is beyond the failure threshold D. The total drift amount includes the long-term continuous drift with time, positive offsets caused by random shocks, and offset reduction due to self-recovery.
When any shock amplitude exceeds the threshold level H, hard failure occurs. Shocks occur by a homogeneous Poisson process (HPP), and the rate of HPP is λ. The magnitude of the i-th shock load is denoted as
When the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is greater than a certain threshold, positive offsets caused by the shocks may decrease, otherwise, positive offsets may remain.
The number of shocks is independent of the magnitude of the shock loads and the positive offsets caused by shocks. Figure 1a demonstrates that the soft failure of humidity sensors occurs when the total drift exceeds D. The total drift XS(t) includes long-term continuous drift, positive offsets, and offset reduction due to self-recovery. The long-term continuous drift is due to ageing, X(t), is given as
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The X(t) may follow a linear degradation path with random coefficients or a randomized logistic degradation path. Furthermore, it may be necessary to apply a transformation to result in a linear form [29, 30] . For illustration purposes, we used a linear degradation path to characterize the longterm continuous drift, where the parameter β is a random variable that corresponds to normal distribution β~N(μ, σ 2 ) and where a is a constant.
We assumed that the positive offsets caused by shocks are normally distributed, and denoted as Yi for i = 0, 1, 2, …, ∞, and Yi~N(μY, σY). When considering self-recovery, the positive offsets distribution function is
where Φ(•) is the cumulative density function (CDF) of a standard normally distributed variable. ti represents the arrival time of the i-th shock, and Ti represents the inter-arrival time between the i-th shock and the (i + 1)-th shock. The cumulative positive offset S(t) is given by a compound Poisson process 
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Figure 1a demonstrates that the soft failure of humidity sensors occurs when the total drift exceeds D. The total drift X S (t) includes long-term continuous drift, positive offsets, and offset reduction due to self-recovery. The long-term continuous drift is due to ageing, X(t), is given as
The X(t) may follow a linear degradation path with random coefficients or a randomized logistic degradation path. Furthermore, it may be necessary to apply a transformation to result in a linear form [29, 30] . For illustration purposes, we used a linear degradation path to characterize the long-term continuous drift, where the parameter β is a random variable that corresponds to normal distribution β~N(µ, σ 2 ) and where a is a constant.
We assumed that the positive offsets caused by shocks are normally distributed, and denoted as Y i for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , ∞, and Y i~N (µ Y , σ Y ). When considering self-recovery, the positive offsets distribution function is
where Φ(•) is the cumulative density function (CDF) of a standard normally distributed variable. t i represents the arrival time of the i-th shock, and T i represents the inter-arrival time between the i-th shock and the (i + 1)-th shock.
The cumulative positive offset S(t) is given by a compound Poisson process
where N(t) is the number of random shocks. Ignoring self-recovery, the cumulative positive offset S 1 (t) can be calculated as
The difference of the cumulative positive offset between considering and ignoring self-recovery can be calculated as
The larger the number of shocks, the higher the shock frequency and the better self-recovery performance, the greater the difference of whether it considers self-recovery.
The probability of the i-th shock occurring by time t is
Furthermore, if we consider G(t) to be the CDF ofŶ i at time t, and G j (t) a j convolution of G(t), then the CDF of the S(t) can be derived as
The total drift X S (t) of humidity sensors can be expressed as
By using Equations (1), (3) and (6), the reliability model of humidity sensors subject to soft failure can be derived as
The reliability model in Equation (8) can be derived for a specific case with a normally distributed Y i and β
Reliability Modeling for Humidity Sensors Subject to Random Shocks
When the shock load exceeds the threshold level H, hard failure occurs. According to the stress-strength model [31] , the probability of surviving the i-th shock is shown as
In this paper, a stochastic extreme shock model was used to characterize the random shocks that cause hard failure. The magnitude of the i-th shock is denoted as W i for i = 1, 2, . . . , N(t), and W i~N (µ W , σ W ). Therefore, the probability of survival in Equation (10) is
where the Φ(•) is the CDF of a standard normally distributed variable.
Reliability Modeling for Humidity Sensors Subject to MDCFPs
Hard or soft failure can cause humidity sensors to fail. The reliability function can be derived as
The reliability function can be expressed for a more specific case
As shown in Equation (13), when 0 < τ < ∞, the smaller the value of τ, the stronger the product's self-recovery. When τ 1 < τ 2 , offsets caused by shocks with an inter-arrival time greater than τ 1 can recover, which includes the offsets caused by shocks with the inter-arrival time between τ 1 and τ 2 . Therefore, the smaller the value of τ, the more the offsets recover, the less the degradation volume, and the higher the reliability.
Based on Equation (13), the probability density function (PDF) of the failure time is
where φ(•) is the PDF of a standard normally distributed variable.
Some Special Cases
With different parameters, the reliability model Equation (13) can be transformed into different reliability models and coincides with models with a slight difference to the previous literature.
When τ = ∞, the reliability model Equation (13) can be transformed into a reliability model for dependent competing failure as shown in Equation (15) . The model of Equation (15) ignores self-recovery as with the previous literature [21] . As τ = ∞ means that when the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is smaller than infinite, a shock can cause positive offsets to the continuous long-term drift, that is, all shocks can cause offsets.
Ignoring self-recovery (τ = ∞), the reliability is shown as
Based on Equation (15), the PDF of the failure time is derived as (16) When τ = 0, the reliability model of Equation (13) is transformed into a reliability model for independent competing failure as shown in Equation (17) . As τ = 0 means that positive offsets can recover when the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is greater than 0, that means all offsets can recover. It also means that shocks do not cause offsets to long-term continuous drift when τ = 0, that is, hard failure and soft failure are independent of each other. This reliability model is similar to the model used in the previous study [32] .
When soft failure and hard failure are independent (τ = 0), the reliability is shown as
Based on Equation (17), the PDF of the failure time is derived as
Reliability modeling for products that experience soft failure only concerns the performance degradation process. By setting the parameters of random shock in Equation (13) to 0 and ignoring hard failure, the reliability model of Equation (13) can be converted to the reliability model based on performance degradation.
Based on Equation (19) , the PDF of the failure time is derived as
Traditional reliability theory only focuses on hard failure. By setting the parameters of soft failure in Equation (13) to 0, the reliability model of Equation (13) can be converted to the traditional reliability model, which only considers hard failure due to random shocks.
Based on Equation (21), the PDF of the failure time is derived as
The reliability model Equation (13) developed in this paper can be transformed into different reliability models seen in previous literature, as shown in Table 1 . This means that models 1, 2, 3, and 4 are special cases of the reliability model developed in this paper. 
Numerical Examples and Results
The following two examples in this section are presented to illustrate the model discussed in the previous section.
Example I
A humidity sensors reliability test conducted at AMS Netherlands BV Laboratories was used here to verify the proposed model [33] . Ageing of the sensor may cause a measured value long-term drift. This long-term drift is a continuous degradation process and is often affected by random shocks. When subject to random shocks, such as a rapid increase in humidity, positive offsets may be caused to the long-term continuous drift, especially when humidity sensors return to mild humidity conditions for a long time, that is, if the inter-arrival time of two continuous shocks is long enough, positive offsets will slowly decrease. In contrast, if the inter-arrival times are less than a certain value, positive offsets may remain.
To illustrate the model developed in this paper, we set the parameters shown in Table 2 . The reliability model in this paper was based on the statistical analysis of a pseudo failure life and model of hard failure due to random shocks. The pseudo failure life was obtained by extrapolating the degradation path. In the linear degradation path X(t) = a + βt, the distribution of β can be obtained by recording the drift data of the humidity sensor. It was assumed that β is a normally distributed random variable, that is, the degradation volume at any time t following a normal distribution. We assumed that the humidity sensors did not degenerate at the initial time, that is, a = 0. From the test results, we also obtained the soft failure threshold D and the hard failure threshold H. We assumed the size of the shock loads as W i following a distribution, and consequently the positive offset Y i also followed a normal distribution. The four different reliability models used in previous studies are special cases of the proposed model as discussed in Section 3.4. All models are drawn and compared in Figure 2 . We found that when considering only hard or soft failure (Models 1 and 2) , the reliabilities were higher than when both failures had a competitive relationship (Models 3, 4, and the proposed model). For three reliability models of competing failure, Models 3 and 4 were special cases of the proposed model. The reliabilities of the competing failure processes had a similar trend of change. Between 1000 h and 5000 h, the reliability of the independent competing failure (Model 3) was higher than the reliability of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery (the proposed model). When it was assumed that the relationship between soft failure and hard failure was independent, random shock did not affect the long-term continuous drift of the humidity sensors. The degradation amount of the independent competing failure was less than the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery. If we assumed that the failure processes were independent, then the computed reliability might be higher than the actual reliability of the humidity sensors. At the same time, the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery (the proposed model) was less than the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure without considering self-recovery (Model 4). If we ignored the self-recovery processes, then the computed reliability might be smaller than the actual reliability of the humidity sensors. Therefore, for the reliability modeling of some products such as humidity sensors, the self-recovery processes need to be considered. The four different reliability models used in previous studies are special cases of the proposed model as discussed in Section 3.4. All models are drawn and compared in Figure 2 . We found that when considering only hard or soft failure (Models 1 and 2) , the reliabilities were higher than when both failures had a competitive relationship (Models 3, 4, and the proposed model). For three reliability models of competing failure, Models 3 and 4 were special cases of the proposed model. The reliabilities of the competing failure processes had a similar trend of change. Between 1000 h and 5000 h, the reliability of the independent competing failure (Model 3) was higher than the reliability of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery (the proposed model). When it was assumed that the relationship between soft failure and hard failure was independent, random shock did not affect the long-term continuous drift of the humidity sensors. The degradation amount of the independent competing failure was less than the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery. If we assumed that the failure processes were independent, then the computed reliability might be higher than the actual reliability of the humidity sensors. At the same time, the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure with self-recovery (the proposed model) was less than the degradation amount of the dependent competing failure without considering self-recovery (Model 4). If we ignored the self-recovery processes, then the computed reliability might be smaller than the actual reliability of the humidity sensors. Therefore, for the reliability modeling of some products such as humidity sensors, the self-recovery processes need to be considered. The failure rate functions of Equations (14), (16), (18), (20) , and (22) are shown in Figure 3 . When only hard failure was considered (Model 1), the failure rate increased significantly after 4000 h. In contrast, when only soft failure was considered (Model 2), the rate was mainly concentrated prior to 4000 h. For the three competing models (Models 3, 4, and the proposed model), the failure rate functions were almost non-zero throughout the service life of the humidity sensors, that is, the humidity sensors could fail at any time during service. When only soft failure or hard failure was considered, the humidity sensors could fail within a specified time. The failure rate functions of Equations (14), (16), (18), (20) , and (22) are shown in Figure 3 . When only hard failure was considered (Model 1), the failure rate increased significantly after 4000 h. In contrast, when only soft failure was considered (Model 2), the rate was mainly concentrated prior to 4000 h. For the three competing models (Models 3, 4, and the proposed model), the failure rate functions were almost non-zero throughout the service life of the humidity sensors, that is, the humidity sensors could fail at any time during service. When only soft failure or hard failure was considered, the humidity sensors could fail within a specified time. To explore the influence of parameters on the reliability of humidity sensors, sensitivity analyses of R(t) on τ, D, H, λ are presented in Figures 4-7 respectively for example I. Figure 4 indicates that the self-recovery threshold τ had a significant effect on R(t). When τ decreased, the reliability of the humidity sensor increased after 1000 h. As discussed in Section 3.3, the smaller the value of τ, the higher the reliability of the products. Figure 5 indicates that R(t) as sensitive to the soft failure threshold D. When D decreased from 10 to 6, R(t) decreased, which means that the reliability is lower when D gets smaller. To explore the influence of parameters on the reliability of humidity sensors, sensitivity analyses of R(t) on τ, D, H, λ are presented in Figures 4-7 respectively for example I. Figure 4 indicates that the self-recovery threshold τ had a significant effect on R(t). When τ decreased, the reliability of the humidity sensor increased after 1000 h. As discussed in Section 3.3, the smaller the value of τ, the higher the reliability of the products. Figure 5 indicates that R(t) as sensitive to the soft failure threshold D. When D decreased from 10 to 6, R(t) decreased, which means that the reliability is lower when D gets smaller. indicates that the self-recovery threshold τ had a significant effect on R(t). When τ decreased, the reliability of the humidity sensor increased after 1000 h. As discussed in Section 3.3, the smaller the value of τ, the higher the reliability of the products. Figure 5 indicates that R(t) as sensitive to the soft failure threshold D. When D decreased from 10 to 6, R(t) decreased, which means that the reliability is lower when D gets smaller.
In Figure 6 , the hard failure threshold H had an obvious effect on R(t). When the hard failure threshold H decreased, R(t) decreased. An explanation for this may be that products with a higher H have a better ability to resist shock.
In Figure 7 , we observed that R(t) was susceptible to the random shock rate λ. When λ decreased, R(t) shifted to the right. This result indicates that a larger λ decreases reliability performance. An explanation for this might be that the higher the shock rate, the more positive offsets on the degradation value, so failure occurs at a much earlier time.
Example II
A case study of a solid state relative humidity (RH) sensor reliability analysis by the University of Wisconsin-Madison is provided to illustrate the model [34] . The drift of capacitance-RH characteristic is the dominant failure mode for a solid state RH sensor at 85 • C/85% RH. In the temperature test of a solid state RH sensor, the sensor breaks down when the magnitude of the temperature shock is above a certain level. In addition, positive offsets to the drift of the capacitance-RH characteristic are caused when the temperature shock is non-fatal. In particular, when the humidity sensors return to mild conditions for a long time, the positive offsets slowly decrease. To illustrate the model developed in this paper, we set the parameters shown in Table 3 . The linear degradation path was X(t) = a + βt, where a = 0 and β is normally distributed was obtained by the test data. The shock size and positive offsets caused by the shocks were assumed to be normally distributed. The four different reliability models (Models 1, 2, 3, and 4) used in previous studies are special cases of the proposed model as discussed in Section 3.4. All models are drawn and compared in Figure 8 . The corresponding failure rate functions are shown in Figure 9 . We also found that when considering only hard or soft failure, the reliabilities were higher than that when both failures had a competitive relationship, the failure rate functions were not 0 within a certain time, and not all the whole time of service. The three reliabilities of competing failure had some of the same change trends. The reliability of the independent competing is the highest, followed by the reliability of the dependent competing with considering self-recovery.
To explore the influence of the parameters on the reliability of humidity sensors, the sensitivity analyses of R(t) on τ, D, H, and λ are presented in Figures 10-13 , respectively for example II. These indicate that the reliability performance was better for a smaller self-recovery threshold τ, larger soft failure threshold D, larger hard failure threshold H, or smaller random shock rate λ. To explore the influence of the parameters on the reliability of humidity sensors, the sensitivity analyses of R(t) on τ, D, H, and λ are presented in Figures 10-13 , respectively for example II. These indicate that the reliability performance was better for a smaller self-recovery threshold τ, larger soft failure threshold D, larger hard failure threshold H, or smaller random shock rate λ. To explore the influence of the parameters on the reliability of humidity sensors, the sensitivity analyses of R(t) on τ, D, H, and λ are presented in Figures 10-13 , respectively for example II. These indicate that the reliability performance was better for a smaller self-recovery threshold τ, larger soft failure threshold D, larger hard failure threshold H, or smaller random shock rate λ. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new and more general reliability model for humidity sensors subjected to dependent competing failure with considering self-recovery. This paper analyzed the condition of self-recovery, that is, it focused on the effect of the inter-arrival time of shocks on continuous degradation. On this basis, a reliability model for soft failure that considered self-recovery was established. Combined with the reliability analysis of hard failure due to shocks, a new reliability model for dependent competing failure that considered self-recovery was developed. By adjusting the different parameters, the generality of the developed model was discussed. It was found that the four different reliability models used in previous studies were the special cases of the model Figure 13 . Sensitivity analysis of R(t) on λ for example II.
In this paper, we proposed a new and more general reliability model for humidity sensors subjected to dependent competing failure with considering self-recovery. This paper analyzed the condition of self-recovery, that is, it focused on the effect of the inter-arrival time of shocks on continuous degradation. On this basis, a reliability model for soft failure that considered self-recovery was established. Combined with the reliability analysis of hard failure due to shocks, a new reliability model for dependent competing failure that considered self-recovery was developed. By adjusting the different parameters, the generality of the developed model was discussed. It was found that the four different reliability models used in previous studies were the special cases of the model developed in this paper. This new model represents a major extension on previous studies. We presented examples to demonstrate the reliability model and analyzed the effects of the parameters on reliability. For further studies, additional terms of the self-recovery condition can be considered, such as the magnitude of the shocks.
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